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(11 reviews)

FLYFREE TARPAULINS，10X12 MULTI-PURPOSE WHITE HEAVY

Brand:Flyfree

$45
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FULL SIZE - Our tarps are cut larger so they �nish true to size (+/- 3%). For example, an 8x10 is realy 8' x 10'!

MULTI-PURPOSE - Good for endless applications. Industrial, DIY, Homeowner, Agricultural, Landscaping, Hunting, Painting, Camping, Storage and much
more.

TIGHT WOVEN POLYETHYLENE FABRIC - 14X14 weave, dual lamination for water resistance, heat sealed seams/hems, washable, lighter than canvas,
naturally mold/mildew resistant.

Approximate 10 mil thickness, rust-resistant grommets on corners and approximately every 18”, plastic capped reinforced corners, aesthetically pleasing
colors, U.V. treated to resist sun damage. Good for more industrial, agricultural, longer term storage or anywhere a strong tarp is needed.
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B beto

13 days ago

Durable

Love the product and great price

Comment (0) 0 0

T Tom

15 days ago

Looks great

Strong trap

Comment (0) 0 0

L Linda Lukasavage

17 days ago

Heavy duty. Does the job.

We used it to cover our boat. Worked perfectly.

Comment (0) 0 0

D Doug Hunter

24 days ago

Worked perfectly for my needs.
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I bought a log rack and some ball bungees. Needed a tarp to keep the wood dry. Worked like a charm. Happy with the quality so
far.

Comment (0) 0 0

K Kate

1 month ago

Happy with tarp

We are very pleased so far. It's over our deck to keep us dry during rain and so we can enjoy our Solo bon�re. It is holding up well

Comment (0) 0 0

J Jackie

1 month ago

Nice, durable quality

We are using this under our picasso tiles bounce house and it is perfect! The quality was so much better than I expected; it's a
nice, thick material. When we are done with the bounce house, we just roll the tarp up with it. It works well for protecting the
bounce house. We haven't tested it against [...]

Comment (0) 0 0

S Stripernut

1 month ago

Did not last

Worked OK out of the bag and this is like the 3rd in 12 years I use to cover my deck and most last for many years (different
brands) and I change them because they just get too dirty. This one did not last a year and started leaking everywhere... I am
reordering a new one, but not one of theirs...

Comment (0) 0 0

L Lester A Rojas

1 month ago

Durability

Canopy

Comment (0) 0 0

J Jay Appel

1 month ago

Huge

HUGE

Comment (0) 0 0

J Jasper

1 month ago

Tarps were as described. No issues.

Tarps were as I expected with no issues. Good quality for my application.

Comment (0) 0 0

Jen
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1 month ago

Good quality

Seems to be a good quality tarp at a reasonable price. I haven't had it long enough to say much more but it's doing its job.

Comment (0) 0 0
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